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Abstract
Computer-aided diagnosis methods are being developed to assist radiologists to
improve the interpretation of mammograms for the detection and diagnose of
breast cancer, reduce the errors and mistakes made by human beings. In addi-
tion, it provides a more accurate and reliable classification of benign and malignant
abnormalities. In the mammogram diagnosis, the pectoral muscle appears in Medi-
olateral oblique views (MLO) of the right and left of the breast. Considering that,
the pectoral muscle has the same density as the small suspicious masses in the
image and can affect/bias the results of image processing methods. This paper
presents a diagnosis method to detect an abnormality in mammograms automat-
ically. Before abnormality identification, image-processing techniques are used to
correctly segment the suspicious region-of-interest (ROI). The background of the
mammograms has been darkened to distinguish the breast area from any blemishes
or writings that will be removed. Then the breast area has been extracted after
ignoring the empty regions around the breast in mammogram images. After that,
the mammogram image is inverted and the inverted image is then subtracted from
the initial image. For pectoral muscle removal, a region growing method using
the K-means clustering method is used. Afterward, suspicious ROI is segmented
utilizing the K-means with thresholding technique. To detect abnormalities in
mammograms, shape-based features, moment invariants, and also fractal dimen-
sions are extracted from the segmented ROI. The Mini-MIAS dataset is used to
evaluate the proposed method and is predominately composed of benign samples
with only a tiny percent of malignant samples. To accomplish far better classifier
efficiency, the SMOTE algorithm is used to present new samples from the minority
classes to get a balanced dataset. Random forest classifier utilized to classify the
segmented region as benign and malignant. The experimental results obtained an
accuracy of 97.1%, the sensitivity of 95.1%, and the achieved specificity is 98.5%.
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1 Introduction

In regards to cancer, after lung cancer, breast cancer
is the second greatest cause of death [1]. It is mostly
discovered in females and according to World Health
Organization statistics, the first widely occurring can-
cer worldwide [23], [24].

Mammography has long been regarded as one of the
most important technique for identifying breast cancer.
It can be utilized to diagnose illness at an early stage
when there is still a chance of recovery [15, 17, 13, 35].
The goal of a computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) sys-
tem is to peruse mammograms, find the suspicious ar-
eas of irregularities and evaluate their attributes. The
efficiency and integrity of a CAD depend upon accu-
rate segmentation of the lesions as well as proper fea-
ture selection [29]. The quality of the images, indeed,

has a significant influence on the performance of any
CAD system. As well as the limits of X-Ray tech-
nology, mammogram images frequently have low con-
trast, making it impossible to understand the features
of mammograms. As a result, most images must be
improved in quality before further analysis [8]. The
images impact the segmentation method of mass diag-
nosis algorithms. Intensity degrees of both mass, as
well as pectoral muscle are considerably similar. They
have relatively high values of intensity than the remain-
ing regions. To get more accurate results, it is strongly
recommended to eliminate the pectoral muscles before
implementing any segmentation method.

The number of observations from the malignant
class in the Mini-MAIS dataset [32] is significantly less
than from the benign class. Machine learning algo-
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rithms’ performance is usually measured using accu-
racy. Nonetheless, this is not ideal when the data
is unbalanced and/or the expenses of different errors
differ considerably [3]. The Synthetic Minority Over-
Sampling Technique (SMOTE) is a popular preprocess-
ing approach for dealing with unbalanced datasets, in
which the minority class is oversampled by creating
synthetic instances in feature space [10].

In this paper, a method will be proposed for the re-
moval of pectoral muscle to improve the segmentation
process, which directly affects the improvement of clas-
sification results, in addition to solving the imbalance
problem in the Mini-MAIS dataset.

The structure of this paper is as follows: The asso-
ciated work for the proposed approach is explained in
Section 2. Section 3 provides a theoretical background
about the research problem. Section 4 provides a de-
tailed overview of the proposed methodology. The per-
formance analysis that demonstrates the classification
efficiency of the suggested system is given in Section 5.
The conclusion of this work is obtained in Section 6.

2 Related Works

Previous researches reveal that CAD systems can
streamline the process of translating mammograms and
also offering precise result [23]. The result of a CAD
is utilized to assist the radiologist in the discovery of
breast cancer [31]. Over the previous two decades, sci-
entists proposed various sorts of classifiers in order to
create an efficient and also optimum CAD for mammo-
grams.

Jaleel, et al. in [12] proposed a model that ex-
tracted texture features using the Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) and the Gray Level Co-occurrence
Matrix (GLCM). Then, Artificial Neural Network was
used for classifying images into benign or malignant
classes. The performance of the proposed model was
consulted with Mini-MIAS data. The accuracy accom-
plished by utilizing this model was 93.7% with GLCM
and also 94.6% by utilizing DWT features, respectively.

Makandar and Halalli [20] proposed a system based
on extracting the suspicious area coming from the
breast. The region growing method was used for im-
age segmentation. The Mini-MIAS database was used
to determine the system’s effectiveness. The accuracy
was stated to be 95.86%.

Xie, et al. in [34] offered a CAD system for the
medical analysis of breast cancer that was based upon
the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM). The system
achieved common reliability of 96.02% by utilizing
Mini-MIAS and DDSM datasets.

Kaur, et al. in [16] proposed a new method, uti-
lized on the Mini-MIAS dataset of 322 images, includ-
ing a pre-processing technique and additionally inte-
grated feature extraction using K-means clustering for
Speed-Up Robust Features (SURF) selection. The ob-
tained results for the support vector machine (SVM),
linear discriminant analysis (LDA), K-nearest neighbor

(KNN), and Decision Tree were 96.9%, 89.7%, 93.8%,
and 88.7%, respectively.

Kamil & Jassam in [14] presents a feature extrac-
tion technique for breast mass recognition utilizing the
(GLCM) using mammography images, distinguishing
between normal and abnormal breast masses. A k-
nearest neighbor classifier has the highest sensitivity,
specificity, and accuracy which was 92%, 86%, and
86.1%, respectively.

Sharma and Mehra in [30] Two approaches (hand-
crafted features and transfer learning) are extensively
studied and compared for the purpose of automatic
multi-classification relying on magnification on the bal-
ancing BreakHis dataset for breast cancer detecting.
The Hu moment, color histogram, and Haralick tex-
tures are used in the first technique to extract hand-
crafted features. The best accuracy is provided by the
VGG16 network with linear SVM, which is calculated
in two ways: (a) patch-based accuracies 93.97% and
(b) patient-based accuracies 93.25%.

Radhi and Kamil in [26] applied two approaches of
active contour which are snakes and level sets. A mini-
MIAS database was used to test the proposed meth-
ods. The proposed models were evaluated in two ways:
statistically, the Chan-Vese method yielded the best
results (90%, 95%, 98%, 97%, and 97%) for Jaccard,
Dice, PF-Score, Precision, and Sensitivity, respectively.
Chan-Vese was able to properly determine the location
and shape of the tumor based on the characteristics of
the segmented region.

As discussed above, various image-processing tech-
niques and segmentation algorithms have been used by
researchers to analyze samples and enhance visual ac-
curacy to discover and interpret regions of interest. In
this paper, the focus will be on removing pectoral mus-
cle to improve the segmentation process and solve the
problem of data imbalance as in the case of the Mini-
MIAS dataset to avoid its impact on the accuracy of
classification results.

3 Background Theory

In this section, the theoretical background of the cur-
rent research project will be briefly reviewed. An
overview of the most important theories and techniques
in image processing, segmentation of regions of inter-
est, feature extraction, data balancing and classifica-
tion will be presented.

3.1 Pre-processing

In any image processing technique, preprocessing is re-
garded as the fundamental step. The ultimate objec-
tive of this technique is to improve the image quality
and the image characteristics that are necessary for
further processing. Mammogram images are difficult
to view compared with other medical images, so pre-
processing is important [18], [7].
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3.2 ROI Segmentation

Segmentation is a process of partitioning digital mam-
mograms into non-overlapping segments to distinguish
masses from the background. Various algorithms, such
as local and global thresholding based on image his-
tograms are used to segment the breast masses [24].
In addition, methods based on regions, as an example,
in the region growing, a seed point is utilized and the
region is grown until it meets homogeneity criteria [22].

3.3 Features Extraction

In classification, feature extraction is crucial [4], [27],
and [33]. Several types of image features have been
examined and evaluated for classification applica-
tions. Fractal dimension using pixel range calculation
methodology, with three region-based features i.e., ec-
centricity, solidity, and extent of the segmented region
are collected. Then from the segmented suspicious
mass region, seven moment invariants are obtained.

3.4 Data Balancing

Class-imbalanced data is a data in which the result
is binary and the frequency of the observed classes is
skewed to one of two possible results, the majority class
versus the minority class. The problem is that many
ML methods are “biased” towards the majority class
in the presence of imbalanced data [11]. SMOTE is a
well-known method for generating balanced datasets
by oversampling the minority class. By practicing
each minority class sample and including synthetic in-
stances along any/all of the k minority class’s nearest
neighbors’ line segments, it oversamples the minority
class. Neighbors from the k-nearest neighbors are ran-
domly selected depending on the amount of oversam-
pling needed [5].
Synthetic samples are generated by considering the

difference between the nearest neighbor and the feature
vector (sample). Add this difference to the feature vec-
tor under consideration by multiplying it by a random
integer between 1 and 0. As a result, a random point
along the line segment between two distinct features is
selected [3].
The SMOTE algorithm is detailed below:

1. For each sample, find the k-nearest neighbors.

2. Choose samples from a k-nearest neighbor ran-
domly.

3. Find new samples by multiplying the initial sam-
ples by the difference and by the gap of (0, 1).

4. Add the additional samples to the minority. After
that, a new set is generated.

3.5 Classification

Random forest (RF) is an example of supervised ma-
chine learning, which has become one of the most

widely used methods by offering a broad range of so-
lutions to classification problems, and is known for its
high predictive accuracy and ability to handle high-
dimensional data [25].
Assume that Tr is a training set with properties and

i cases, and that Tk is a bootstrap training set sam-
pled from Tr with replacement and containing r ran-
dom properties (r ≤ a) with i cases.
A Random Tree is a tree with r random properties

drawn at random from a collection of possible trees.
Each tree has an equal chance of being sampled, as
the word “at random” means. Random Trees can be
efficiently generated, and huge collections of Random
Trees can be combined to build accurate models in
most scenarios.
A Random Forest is a classifier consisting of a set of

tree-structured classifiers {hk(C, Tk)}, k = 1, 2, . . . , L,
where Tk are independent identically distributed ran-
dom samples and each tree performs a unit vote for the
most common class at input C [21], [2].

3.6 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate machine learning techniques, evaluations
metrics such as accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity
are required. For the calculation of these metrics,
the confusion matrix distinguishes the terms TP (true-
positive), TN (true-negative), FP (false-positive), and
FN (false negative) from the predicted and ground
truth result.
Accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity are calculated

utilizing equations (1, 2, and 3), measure the efficiency
of the proposed method outlined in the paper. The
quality of classification can be determined as [28]:

• Sensitivity: Sensitivity is a test that decides the
chances of outcomes that are correctly identified
when the cancer is present.

Sensitivity = TP/(TP + FN) (1)

• Specificity: is a test that determines the chances
of the outcomes that are true negative which are
correctly identified.

Specificity = TN/(TN + FP ) (2)

• Accuracy: is a test that determines the chances
that how many samples are correctly identified.

Accuracy = (TP + TN)/(TP + TN +FP +FN)
(3)

Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve: A
ROC curve is created by collating the sensitivities and
specificities for various values of a continuous test mea-
sure. This gives you a list of different test values, as
well as the sensitivity and specificity of the test at those
levels. For each of the tabulated data, the ROC curve
is generated by plotting sensitivity on the y-axis versus
1– specificity on the x-axis. As a result, a diagnostic
test with adequate accuracy should have a ROC curve
in the top left triangle [9].
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed method.

4 Proposed Method

The proposed methodology involves multiple steps in-
cluding image processing techniques. The first step is
the image acquisition from the Mini-MIAS database of
mammogram that is freely available [32]. There are
322 mammograms in this data set: 270 of the sample
images are benign, while the remaining 52 are malig-
nant.

The proposed method demonstrated in Fig. 1, which
involves noise reduction, breast region differentiation,
filtering, pectoral muscle removal, segmentation, fea-
ture extraction, balancing the data in the feature space
as well as performing the classification. In regards to
the segmentation process, the proposed system per-
forms many operations to improve the segmentation
process, the most important of which is solving the
pectoral muscle problem and ensuring that it does not
appear which affects the efficiency of extracting char-
acteristics and thus improve the efficiency of the classi-
fication process. Then, the proposed system solves the
imbalance problem in the Mini-MAIS dataset to raise
the classification efficiency.

The mammogram images include a variety of noises
such as tape artifacts, labels, and scanning artifacts.
Various noises like these should be removed and not
processed anymore. After the noises have been re-
moved, the breast region is segmented. Original mam-
mogram images are binaries by special threshold tech-
nique which blacking the background only in order
to separate it from the mammogram image content.
Then, morphological erosion operation is performed to

remove small regions. After that, the process of deter-
mining the breast region (region of interest) is carried
out, which is in two steps: The first is to determine the
beginning and end of the breast region (left and right),
where the maximum width of the breast is adopted,
and then determining the beginning and end of the
region of interest. The second step includes determin-
ing the (top and bottom) of the region of interest, at
the top the highest point belonging to the region of
the breast is approved. As for the bottom, the end
of the breast lump is determined and approved as a
lower point for the region of interest. Thus, the area
of the breast that is confined between the four points
extracted is adopted.

To produce a subtracted image, the obtained breast
image was inverted. The original breast image is sub-
tracted from the inverted image.

Depending on the direction of the mammogram, the
pectoral muscle appears in the left-top corner or right-
top corner of MLO images. In comparison to the main
breast tissue, they have higher density values. In order
to improve the segmentation process and the classifi-
cation performance, an automated method for pectoral
muscle removal is presented. A mammogram is clus-
tered with a binary split algorithm before applying the
steps of the procedure for removing the pectoral mus-
cle that has been proposed. The method is divided
into three phases: The alignment of the breast is de-
termined in the first phase; mammograms are either
right or left-aligned. In the second phase, a trian-
gle is placed over the mammogram image to isolate
the main breast region from the pectoral muscle. To
suppress the pectoral muscle, a seeded region growing
algorithm is being used in the third step. Only the
triangular defined in the second step is used in this
procedure. The final segmented unlabeled image is
generated by superimposing the remaining breast area
on the subtracted image. Segmentation is carried out
to divide the images into uniform areas and extract
the region-of-interest (ROI). On a sharpened image,
K-means clustering with thresholding is used to isolate
the segmented suspicious mass area. A feature vector
is generated using a collection of shape-based, moment-
invariant, and fractal dimension features derived from
each segmented suspicious area.

In the Mini-MAIS dataset [32], the number of ob-
servations coming from the malignant class is substan-
tially less than those belonging to the benign class.
The predictive model created utilizing typical machine
learning methods may be biased and inaccurate in this
situation. This happens because Machine Learning Al-
gorithms are normally designed to increase accuracy by
reducing the number of errors. As a consequence, they
don’t consider the distribution of classes, their propor-
tions, or the balance of classes [6], [19]. Because of that,
employ Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique
(SMOTE) to cover the impact of this on the accuracy
of the classifier. A subset of data from the minority
class is selected, and then new synthetic comparable
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instances are created. After that, the initial dataset is
supplemented with these synthetic instances. To train
the classification models, a new dataset is used for this
purpose. The random forest classifier is made use of to
identify the segmented region as benign or malignant.

5 Results and Discussion

The suggested algorithm is evaluated using 322 mam-
mogram images from the Mammographic Image Analy-
sis Society (Mini MIAS) dataset [32], which is publicly
available. Initially, using a bilinear interpolation ap-
proach, all instance images are reduced to 256*256 pix-
els. After that tape artifacts and labels are removed.
The intermediate findings of breast area segmenta-

tion are seen in Fig. 2. The initial mammogram, dark-
ening background mammogram after performing spe-
cial threshold operation, and mammogram after per-
forming morphological erosion operation (enhanced im-
age) are shown in Fig. 2(a), (b), and (c), respectively.

Figure 2: Breast region identification results: a) Orig-
inal mammogram, b) Darkening background image, c)
Morphological erosion image.

Fig. 3 shows the breast region segmentation process.
The original revised image, the first step of the breast
region segmentation, and the second step of the breast
region segmentation, are shown in Fig 3(a), (b), and
(c), respectively.

Figure 3: Breast region segmentation process: a) Orig-
inal revised image, b) (step 1) breast segmentation, c)
(step 2) breast segmentation.

Inverted and subtracted images are shown in Fig. 4.
In the subtracted images, the suspicious mass area is
clearly improved. Fig. 5 illustrates the elimination of
the pectoral muscle and the segmentation of suspicious
mass regions. Fig. 6 shows sample segmented images
after applying all of the proposed model’s operations.
The first three features of the seven moments in-

variant, fractal dimension using pixel range calculation

Figure 4: (a) Inverted image (b) Subtracted image.

Figure 5: (a) Pectoral muscle removal process (b) Seg-
mented image.

methodology, and three area-based features, eccentric-
ity, solidity, and extent, are derived from the segmented
suspicious mass region. The feature extraction process
ends after the completion of the extraction of the above
features for all the mammograms in the Mini-MIAS
dataset.

As we mentioned earlier, the number of mammo-
grams coming from the malignant class is much lower
than those from the benign class. To fix this weak-
ness, SMOTE algorithm was used to produce a bal-
anced dataset. A random forest algorithm is used to
classify the mammograms. Sensitivity, specificity, ac-
curacy, and the ROC curve are all used to assess the
classification’s efficiency as shown in Fig. 7. The per-
centage of actual positives that are correctly identified
as malignant is measured by sensitivity. The propor-
tion of actual negatives correctly identified as benign
is measured by specificity.

Table 1 shows the performance dimension of the pro-
posed algorithm. The results are promising, with a
97.1% overall accuracy. It performed well in detecting
both benign and malignant, with sensitivity and speci-
ficity values of 95.1% and 98.5%, respectively. Table 2
compares the proposed algorithm’s efficiency with the
various other existing approaches in this domain.

Table 1: The performance measures of the proposed
algorithm.

Features Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy
Moment invariant,
fractal dimenension and
Region-based features

95.1 98.5 97.1
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Figure 6: Segmentation of suspicious regions outputs: a) Original image , b) Binarized image , c) Morphological
erosion, d) First step of the breast region segmentation, e) Second step of the breast region segmentation, f)
Inverted image, g) Subtracted image, h) Pectoral muscle removal process, i) Segmented image.

Table 2: Comparison with existing methods.

Methods Dataset Features Classifier Accuracy

Jaleel et al. [12] Mini MIAS
Discrete Wavelet Transform
and GLCM

ANN
93.7% with GLCM
and 94.6% with DWT

Kashyap et al. [15] Mini MIAS
Moment Invariant,
fractal dimension

SVM 96.92%

Xie et al. [34] Mini MIAS+DDSM
Gray level features
and textural features

ELM and SVM 96.02%

Kaur et al. [16] Mini-MIAS SURF SVM, KNN, LDA and DT
96.9%, 93.8%,
89.7% and 88.7%

Kamil et al. [14] Mini-MIAS
Gray Level
Co-occurrence Matrix

KNN 86.1%

Proposed
model

Mini-MIAS
Moment Invariant,
fractal dimension
and Region-based

RF 97.1%

Figure 7: ROC curve of the classification result.

6 Conclusion

The proposed approach includes an algorithm for
enhancing, segmenting, and classifying abnormalities
identified in mammograms of the Mini-MAIS dataset.
The identification of suspicious and pectoral muscle re-
gions in mammograms is improved by subtracting the
preprocessed and inverted preprocessed images. To
extract pectoral muscle from mammogram images, a
region growing with the K-means clustering method
is presented. In most of the images, the triangular
area specified over an image covers the pectoral mus-
cle. The approach produces a very good result to re-
moves pectoral muscles as shown in the results section.
For most classifiers, it is effective in reducing the class-
imbalance problem. Because of that, SMOTE has been
used for producing synthetic samples that can help to
mitigate the issue of class imbalance. The experiments
demonstrate that the proposed method that includes
(noise reductions, breast region differentiation, filter-
ing, pectoral muscle removal, segmentation, feature ex-
traction, balancing features) obtained an accuracy of
97.1%, the sensitivity achieved is 95.1%, and the speci-
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ficity achieved is 98.5%, over other popular methods in
recent literature.
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